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Sixteen members were welcomed and enjoyed our air conditioned March meeting. Good to
see committee member Brian Hawkins (back) and in such good health. John Edwards has
offered to fill the vacant committee position, effective immediately. John was also our
treasurer a year or so ago. Thanks again to all those members who turned the couple of
hundred or so honey dippers for March sale.
Not much new with housekeeping, more honey dippers, a couple of trainers for one
Saturday morning per month (first and third Saturdays) and an assistant for projection and
recording of our demonstrations, and turned items for the Shed's Christmas charity gifts.
Today's demonstration commenced earlier than usual and was a dual presentation of
Service and Maintenance of Woodturning Scroll Chucks by Russ Pinch and John Edwards.
Starting with an array of chucks on the table the demonstration narrowed to more detailed
attention to Vicmarc and Nova units.
Emphasis was mainly upon the cleaning
and dismantling of both chucks with
inclusions of a significant discussion on
greasing and lubrication – not
recommended other than very frugal
smearing of a very thin grease coating,
the addition of backing plates to
exclude dust and the inclusion of a T
bar Allen key to turn the scroll which
also helps to exclude dust. Need-lessto-say all the chucks opened managed
to contain at least small volumes of
fine dust.
Cleaning away some major rust was
necessary from older style Sharks Jaws
using a wire brush followed by
complete dismantling of the jaws and the chuck noting the position of the parts with
respect to the scroll ring. It seems that all the scroll chucks are held in place by a large
diameter circlip (say 30 mm dia.) which requires larger pliers than generally held in
members' tool kits. As with all circlip handling care should be taken for personal protection
by holding rag over the clip when removal and refitting it in place.

Remove the control pinions and drop out the scroll ring, noting the shear pin which

prevents the chuck jaws becoming uncontained.
Clean by wire brushing and follow with kerosene soaking then a general wipe clean and
buffing. As above
don't use lots of
grease and one
member he has 'got
into trouble' with
powered
graphite
application. WD40
was
not
recommended!
Assemble the chuck with the chuck inner jaws carefully returned in their correct order.
Check for the expected much improved operation and your chuck will be easier to use and
safer.
Thanks Russ and John and as well, our members who contributed to a worthwhile 'insight'
into scroll chucks and we can now service our own.
Show & Tell was well represented and run by Greg. First up was Rusty's foot stool
following last month's cabriole leg turning demo. Rusty had only a couple of trials prior to
his perfect four cabriole legs for the stool. Made from Radiata pine, sanded and now
waiting for spraying. Excellent
work appreciated by all
present.
Russ showed a medium sized
claret ash bowl well finished
with EEE polish and Shellowax
Glow and a similar sized bowl
from Norfolk Is. pine. Both
bowls showing a 'glowing
finish'.
Colin had two oblong flanged bowls made from a plank of 19 mm thick merbeau
hardwood, possibly floor boards
using a VCR aluminium pulley as a
spigot fixed to the wood with hot
melt glue. Nice exhibits also
showing what can be done with a
(quality) thin piece of wood.
Interestingly the bowls' insides
were finished with EEE/Glow and

the remainder with multiple coats of Danish Oil.
John Edwards showed a bowl from camphor laurel which was wet sanded using paraffin

oil entirely. Currently showing a flat fini sh it will be
interesting to learn of the its future as it dries and if
buffed.
Keith Day showed a Japanese Kokeshi doll produced some
years ago and painted in their traditional style.
Elwyn has been busy carving a clown all dressed for action
'with acrylic paint'; nice too.
Information Exchange was run by Brian who had 'heaps'
to catch up on, but first Greg jumped in with his local (Macjing) source of Abranet
abrasives, all grits at 40c per 75 mm Velcro diameter disk.
Brian started with white rubber tyred ball racers suitable for small lathe steadies from
Bang Good in China at 12 for $7.87 post paid.
A bag of 30 3 mm dia. rare earth magnets suitable for use in
pen cases as locking substitutes; Bang Good again at $6.10 post
paid.
No. 2 Phillips drill drives with magnetic screw holding at 10 for
$7.92 post paid.
Router bit suitable for slotting on a half inch drive. Priced at
$8.85 and ex local supplier.
A knurling tool possibly suitable for texturing lathe turnings at $6.50 ex local supply.
Pack of 6 countersinking drills at $12.
Pliers
for
converting
thin
metal plate to a
semi-circular
format about 5
mm dia. at $13.

A Compound scale at $4.70
post paid for measuring 3 or 4
sided items angles and
lengths.
40 teeth saw blades
Dremels; three blades
timber at $11.33.

for
for

Finally a Wet stone box 1,000 grit on one side and 6,000 on the

other ex an Australian company but from China at $30 post paid.

A strong finish to the day with 11 items in Information Exchange.
Thanks Brian, and John and Russ for an interesting day.
*********************

For more details on chuck dismantling etc check Youtube on:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-S-NZ2qaPuo.

